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Soundtrack to a Movement: African American Islam, Jazz, and Black InternationalismNew York University, 2021

	
		Explores how jazz helped propel the rise of African American Islam during the era of global Black liberation

		

		Amid the social change and liberation of the civil rights and Black Power movements, the tenor saxophonist Archie Shepp recorded a tribute to Malcolm X’s emancipatory political consciousness....
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Herbal Supplements: Efficacy, Toxicity, Interactions with Western Drugs, and Effects on Clinical Laboratory TestsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	This book focuses on efficacy, toxicity, drug interactions, and abnormal clinical laboratory tests resulting from the use of herbal remedies. Although a few herbal remedies are safe and have efficacy (for example saw palmetto), many herbal remedies are toxic. This book guides in the interpretation of abnormal test results in otherwise healthy...
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Evolvable Systems: From Biology to Hardware: 9th International Conference, ICES 2010, York, UK, September 6-8, 2010, ProceedingsSpringer, 2010

	Biology has inspired electronics from the very beginning: the machines that we now call computers are deeply rooted in biological metaphors. Pioneers such as Alan Turing and John von Neumann openly declared their aim of creating arti?cial machines that could mimic some of the behaviors exhibited by natural organisms. Unfortunately, technology...
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Hello! HTML5 & CSS3: A user-friendly reference guideManning Publications, 2012

	
	
		I first saw the web in my final year of university in 1993-94. All the cool
	
		kids (bear in mind, this was a Computer Science department) were playing
	
		with a strange bit of software called Mosaic on their Sun 4 workstations.
	


	
		I had some fun with it and created my first web page (a guide to...
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Between Crown and Commerce: Marseille and the Early Modern Mediterranean (The Johns Hopkins University Studies in Historical and Political Science)The Johns Hopkins University, 2011

	Between Crown and Commerce examines the relationship between French royal statecraft, mercantilism, and civic republicanism in the context of the globalizing economy of the early modern Mediterranean world.


	This is the story of how the French Crown and local institutions accommodated one another as they sought to forge...
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Sudoku Programming with CApress, 2015

	Sudoku Programming with C teaches you how to write computer programs to solve and generate Sudoku puzzles. This is a practical book that will provide you with everything you need to write your own books of Sudoku Classic and Samurai puzzles. But be warned: after reading it, you'll discover that the puzzles in...
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Beautiful Code: Leading Programmers Explain How They Think (Theory in Practice)O'Reilly, 2007
How do the experts solve difficult problems in software development? In this unique and insightful book, leading computer scientists offer case studies that reveal how they found unusual, carefully designed solutions to high-profile projects. You will be able to look over the shoulder of major coding and design experts to see problems through their...
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The iPad 2 Project BookPeachpit Press, 2011


	We saw our first iPad in a theater in Hollywood, California, in the

	summer of 1968. It appeared in the movie 2001: A Space Odyssey,

	and the iPad (called a Newspad in the Arthur C. Clarke novel on

	which the movie is based) made its debut when astronaut Dave

	Bowman used it to view the news while having a horrific-looking

	meal...
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Drug Use for Grown-Ups: Chasing Liberty in the Land of FearPenguin Press, 2021

	“Hart’s argument that we need to drastically revise our current view of illegal drugs is both powerful and timely . . . when it comes to the legacy of this country’s war on drugs, we should all share his outrage.” —The New York Times Book Review

	

	From one of the world's...
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The Photoshop CS2 Book for Digital Photographers (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2005
Scott Kelby, the best-selling Photoshop author in the world today, once again  takes this book to a whole new level as he uncovers the latest, most important  and most exciting new Adobe Photoshop CS2 techniques for digital  photographers.This major update to this award-winning, record-breaking book does  something for digital photographers that's...
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The Least Worst Place - How Guantanamo Became the World’s Most Notorious PrisonOxford University Press, 2009
The prisoner’s cry pierced through the hot Caribbean air. It was not the first time that such a shriek had roused the rest of the detainees from their daily lethargy. But this time it brought them to their feet and unleashed a flurry of noise, as they pounded the cement floors and rattled the wire mesh of their cells. An invisible force...
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The Ancient Quarrel Between Philosophy and PoetryCambridge University Press, 2011

	From its beginnings, philosophy's language, concepts, and imaginative growth have been heavily influenced by poetry and poets. Drawing on the work of a wide range of thinkers throughout the history of western philosophy, Raymond Barfield explores the pervasiveness of poetry's impact on philosophy and, conversely, how philosophy has...
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